Learning Module Three
Your Text Books for these assignments are the 66-books of the Holy Bible.
It is recommended that you purchase a study Bible. The Ryrie Study Bible is an excellent
Bible for seminary students. You will find that the Internet is a priceless tool as you
research specific information for the following assignments.
Completion of these detailed research assignments will fulfill many of the requirements
for award of your Degree.
Important instructions:
It is possible for some students to complete Learning Modules and Research Papers in a
period of months instead of years, through focused study and concentration of time.
However, there is NO time limitation and you are encouraged to work at your own pace.
What some may take 4-years or more to accomplish can be accomplished in just months
of focused effort by others.
As you complete each assignment, print it and save it in a loose-leaf binder. When all
assignments are completed, send the binder, with the assignments enclosed, to your
Northwestern Theological Seminary Branch. You will be graded based on content and
organization. * Be sure to keep a personal copy for your own records.
Your Assignments:
Biographical / Historical Studies:
1. Study Genesis and Exodus and write a detailed paper that describes the
lives of Abraham, Jacob, Joseph and Moses. (A) List and describe what
each of them accomplished in accord with God’s plan for their lives? (B)
List and describe what effect their accomplishments have had on biblical
history? (C) How did each show Obedience and willingness to Sacrifice?
2. Write a detailed overview of the life of David. Answer Questions A, B and
C as stated above.
3. Write a detailed overview of the life of Ruth Answer key questions A, B
and C as stated above.
4. Study the 4-Gospels and write a detailed overview of the life of Christ.
Focusing on His ministry, healings, casting our demons, and miracles.
a. List each and every parable and describe the parable and what
Jesus was teaching his disciples through the parables.
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b. Explain Jesus teachings in Matthew chapter 24 in detail, verse by
verse. Was Jesus saying that the Great Tribulation was about to
occur? How does this relate (Historically) to 70a.d. and the
destruction of the Temple and killing of a multitude of people
when the Roman Army invaded Jerusalem? (Research the
historical account of Josephus by Internet topical research).
c. Describe Jesus purpose in being Obedient to the Fathers
commands and His willingness to Sacrifice. What is the
significance of Jesus Virgin Birth, Death on the Cross,
Resurrection from the dead and the Ascension?
5. Write a detailed overview of the life of Peter the Apostle and answer
questions A, B and C as stated in Biographical Historical studies
assignment 1. above.
6. Write a detailed overview of the life of Paul the Apostle and answer
questions A, B and C as above.

Theology and the teachings of Paul the Apostle:
7. Write a detailed paper, describing the meaning of Theology and then list
and describe the many different forms of Theology, i.e. Christology,
Soteriology Angelology, Eschatology, etc.
8. Study and write a detailed overview of the books of Romans and
Ephesians identify, extract and explain the many Theological teachings
that are revealed in these two Biblical books.

Eschatology and Prophesy;
9. Compare the books of Daniel from the Old Testament and the Revelation
of John, from the new Testament, describe which prophetic and
eschatological parallels that you are able to observe are being described in
each of these great Bible books?
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10. Compare the Prophesy of Jesus as found in Matthew 24 to both Daniel and
Revelation. Does Jesus seem to teach that some of these events were to
take place during the lives of the Apostles? What does Jesus mean when
he says that this generation shall not pass away, until all of these things
have come to pass? All of what things? (Matt 23 and Matt 24)

Assignments to improve your knowledge of the Bible:
Your weak areas are suggested by your Bible Book Evaluation, in which you stated
that you possess only a FAIR knowledge at present: You will be assessed again at
course completion and you will see how much your Bible knowledge has improved.

Write a report on each of the books of the Old and New
Testaments for which you have assessed that you currently
have only a FAIR knowledge, Through Your Bible Book
Knowledge Evaluation that you recently completed and
forwarded to the seminary.
* Any books for which you have already studied and
written a report on during completion of the other
assignments of this Learning Module, do not have to be
repeated again in this assignment.
11. Read each of the books for which you stated you have only a FAIR
knowldedge and write a report on each book. Your report should include
an introduction that names the author, time period and geographical area
where the accounts take place. Each report should show the following:
A. Introduction: In general, describe an overview summary
of the Bible book that you are reporting on.
B. Body: Explain in detail what The Lord taught you as you
read and studied the Bible book that you are reporting on.
C. Conclusion: What did the Lord teach you in the Bible
book, that you can apply to your life and, or ministry.
Reports may be from just Three, to Five pages each.
May you be blessed as you are taught by the anointing of the Holy Spirit
as He speaks to you from His Divine and Holy Word. Receive your
blessing, as you become saturated in His powerful and living WORD.

